A Road Maintenance Solution that Works All Year

The Henderson Reversible Underbody Scraper is another great example of our ongoing effort to eliminate the dependency on seasonal equipment. Redefining year round performance for underbody scrapers, the Reversible Underbody Scraper is poised for double duty.

The Reversible Underbody Scraper features two double-acting, power reversing cylinders for plowing angles up to 45°. The 1” thick moldboard is available in 10’, 11’ and 12’ lengths and is designed to provide superior winter snow and ice removal as well as summer road and shoulder grading capabilities. It was designed with two key functions: lift and reverse. When you’re ready for top quality truck equipment that consistently performs, turn to Henderson!
Lift cylinders with trip spring canisters
Cylinder 3.5” diameter bore nitrided
2” diameter rod

Reversing cylinders
4” diameter bore
2” diameter nitrided rod with
2” diameter mounting pins

.5” x 6” double beveled cutting edge

1” thick moldboard
20” height
Available in 10’, 11’ and 12’ lengths

Replaceable 3/8” polyurethane wear pads for decreased wear
Easier adjustment/movement

5” center pin pivot point with
6.5” x 1.5” thick bushings

One-piece 1” thick reversing table

96” long x 2.5” diameter hinge shaft
with four 6.5” wide hinge supports

Center Pin: the main reversing point, uses a 5” dia. pin

Cushion Valve
Relief Valve
Wrap Around Curb Guard
5/8” x 6” Cutting Edge
3/4” x 6” Carbide Cutting Edge

Options
- Cushion Valve
- Relief Valve
- Wrap Around Curb Guard
- 5/8” x 6” Cutting Edge
- 3/4” x 6” Carbide Cutting Edge

Consult your local Henderson Distributor for all available options.

© Henderson Products, Inc., a division of Douglas Dynamics, LLC, reserves the right in pursuit of continuous product improvement to change specifications used herein. As a "custom manufacturer" of truck bodies, truck equipment and brine systems, additional product options may be available that are not shown here.